In the present study, finite element transient contact and thermal sliding simulation and temperature measurement of dry sliding friction were performed in order to analyse the real contact area and temperature developed in the contact region. Real 3D surface worn topographies were taken into consideration, at macro and intermediate stages. The calculated real contact area has been changing in time and space in the course of sliding. The sliding components were high purity alumina ceramic palettes and 100Cr6 steel with constant accelerated motion. The calculated temperature results are in good agreement with the temperature data measured. Heat partition was changing in time during sliding. The developed algorithm based on incremental FE technique can characterize real processes. r
Introduction
Alumina-steel sliding pairs are used in several kinds of power transmission units. Understanding of contact and thermal processes during their sliding friction leads to the utilization of the advantages of the counterparts for different applications. The advantages of alumina include good heat conduction, high compression strength, high thermal stability, wear resistance and low cost; however, it is brittle. At the same time the steel is ductile with good thermal conduction properties. Nowadays this kind of sliding pairs is able to respond higher requirements against power trains, such as higher transferred power which generates higher temperatures.
The precise measurement of contact temperature is limited, although it can yield surface temperature directly. In this field there are several methods and applications, including: Tian and Kennedy [1] by special thin film thermocouples; Vernersson [2] , Arslan et al. [3] by thermo camera; Tkachuk and Bogdanovich [4] by optical-electron scanning technique. Parallel to these research activities, analytical approaches to determine the surface temperature of a sliding pair were presented in the first half of the 20th century. Blok [5] and Jaeger [6] determined the maximum surface temperature rise for single semi-infinite body by uniform heat source. The definition of heat partition came from Blok; its condition was the identical maximum contact temperatures. Archard [7] simplified the assumption mentioned above and applied it in the cases of slow and fast moving contacts. The refined calculation of temperature in the vicinity of the contact area was provided by Carslaw and Jaeger [8] . Allen [9] solved numerically the general problem of heat partition and later on KuhlmannWilsdorf [10] introduced an approximate solution of heat partition at intermediate velocities in elliptical contact areas. Tian and Kennedy [11] [12] [13] analysed the temperature state at macro stage and micro stage analytically. Based on results by Carslaw-Jaeger, Bos and Moes [14] yielded the identical contact temperature in the elliptical contact region by an algorithm developed. Abdel-Aal et al. [15] studied the contact of summits and temperature development considering temperature dependent thermal properties. Va´radi et al. [16] modelled the contact area distribution and contact temperature developed in rubbing surfaces by a surface substituting technique and finite element analysis. Muzychka and Yovanovich [17] studied the surface temperature development in the case of rectangular and elliptical contacts in all cases of Peclet numbers by an algorithm evolved. Hou and Komanduri [18] investigated the surface temperature developed in the course of a fine grinding process which is a case of sliding friction of rough surfaces. In their calculation they took the heat partition of worn chips into consideration. Most of the calculations did not use temperature dependent material properties while Ling and Rice [19] analysed the effect of temperature dependent thermal properties on thermal processes. Hwang and Zum Gahr [20] were predominantly active in the field of monolithic alumina ceramics and 100Cr6 steel sliding pairs.
The aim of this work is to study the contact and thermal behaviour of a dry sliding friction system, considering real worn surface topographies. Contrary to the calculations using constant velocity and constant coefficient of friction, this study analyses a real application of dry sliding friction with constant acceleration and time dependent coefficient of friction.
In most of the cases, the macro and micro scale analysis of the thermal processes of sliding friction are used, which are capable to characterize the macro environment or only a small area of the contact. A better way to reach the goals is a three-level analysis, by macro, intermediate and micro scales. The total temperature development of the test rig can be compared by three-level analyses. The first level is the macro scale analysis which provides the global temperature state. The second level analysis is the intermediate scale analysis which determines the thermal state in the contact region considering the surface roughness of rubbing surfaces. The third level is the micro scale sliding simulation which yields the real flash temperatures.
This study analyses the contact and thermal processes on the whole contact region applying macro and intermediate scale analysis assuming two-body friction. The next chapter covers the experiments; the FE contact and thermal sliding simulation will be expounded in the following order: determination of contact area, boundary conditions and load models of the transient thermal analyses and finally the reference measurements.
Friction test and measurements
The aim of the measurement was to provide data about the physical/mechanical/thermal phenomena during the dry sliding friction process. The test rig could perform a component test; this kind of test is the third level of the tribological test after the model test and the semitribocouple test [21] . The parts of the rig are shown in Fig. 1 . Six ceramic palettes on the same pitch circle were fixed in the gripping head and the steel disc was stationary. The assembly of the test rig and the materials of their parts are shown in Fig. 2 . The material properties are presented in Table 1 .
The measured data-like the coefficient of friction, the applied normal force and the friction torque-of the test constitute the inputs for latter calculations. The total normal force was constant 600 N, which means that the average pressing force (F N ) is 100 N for each ceramic palette. The friction test was made up of a series of individual steps. An individual step consists of the following parts:
Between 0 and 5 s: Normal force was acted between the six ceramic palettes and the steel disc.
The gripping head with the ceramics was rotated against the stationary disc. The variation of rotational speed in time is shown in Fig. 3 . Between 5 and 28 s: The connection was disengaged, the rotation was stopped and the whole system cooled down in the following 23 s.
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This step was repeated by 300 times. The room temperature was 27 1C. The variation of the coefficient of friction in time of the first ten steps had the same character, thus their average, which is shown in Fig. 4 , could characterize the behaviour of the latter steps.
The present simulations use the worn topographies of the sliding pairs after 300 repetitions. The running in process at the beginning can characterize only a short interval of the whole lifetime; at the same time, if we apply worn topographies in our calculations as initial conditions we can characterize the behaviour of a larger section of the lifetime.
Macro scale thermal analysis

Estimation of the nominal contact area
Macro analysis provided the global temperature state of the test rig. The thermal calculation was based on the determination of the contact area. Based on 3D surface roughness measurements, the estimated nominal worn area A W of the ceramic palette was assumed as the nominal contact area, which had an ellipsoidal form as it can be seen in Fig. 5 . The contact area was assumed to be constant during the sliding. It was assumed that the whole nominal contact area is in contact.
3.2. Analysis of the steel disc 3.2.1. Moving heat source model
The ceramic rubbing surface is subjected to a stationary heat source while a moving one evolved on the steel disc. We defined the contact area directly from the topography of the worn ceramic palette, without any contact calculation, that was the input of the thermal calculations below. The moving heat source FE model was a local model of the stationary steel disc, as can be seen in Fig. 6 . The moving heat source modelling could describe local heat generation during sliding. An incremental technique was applied during the transient contact and thermal sliding simulation. The continuous movement was approximated by incremental steps of 1 mm sliding distance. The initial condition of the actual step was the temperature distribution of the previous step. The thermal load is the heat generated, which was applied by uniform heat flux power on the nominal contact area; that is
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and
where b(t) is the heat partition of the steel disc, p is the constant nominal uniform pressure, m(t) is the coefficient of friction, v(t) is the velocity, A w is the estimated nominal worn area, and F N is the normal load. The applied surface heat convection model as defined by Section 3.5. The 3D moving heat source thermal analysis could describe short sliding (e.g. several seconds), while axisymmetric modelling could simulate longer periods due to the stationary heat source and the smaller model size. The axisymmetric modelling of the steel disc used a distributed heat source, so it could not provide the local effects of concentrated heat input, but it can characterize the whole test rig.
Axisymmetric model
The axisymmetric model of the steel disc is shown in Fig. 7 ; the applied load was a distributed heat source
where A S is the ring surface of worn groove, R is the radius of the pitch circle, b is the semi major axis of estimated nominal worn area. The boundary condition was surface heat convection which is defined by Section 3.5.
Analysis of a ceramic side
The axisymmetric FE model of a ceramic and its carrier (ceramic side) is shown in Fig. 8 . The applied load was uniform heat flux power on the nominal contact area:
the thermal boundary condition was defined according to Section 3.5. In the FE model of the ceramic side, the solids were cylindrical due to the axisymmetric modelling contrary to the carrier with rectangular solid shape. The effect of the modelled shape and the real shape of the carrier was negligible due to the thermal insulation of the polymer journal bearing. Thus the application of the axisymmetric model in the case of the ceramic side was adequate.
Heat partition
The loading heat flux is proportional to heat partition hence it is an important function in time. As can be read in the introduction, there are several ways to determine heat partition which is the ratio of heat transferred into the counterparts. In this study a special iterative algorithm was applied to determine it based on finite element transient thermal calculation. In this algorithm the axisymmetric FE model of the ceramic side and the moving heat source transient thermal model of the steel disc were used. The maximum temperatures of the two rubbing surfaces were compared in each incremental step of 1 mm sliding. The algorithm modified heat partition and repeated the transient thermal calculation in the same position until the difference of maximum temperatures were below 1 1C. After the condition came true, the transient analysis progressed by the next 1 mm step. In the case of slow sliding the heat partition calculated by the heat conduction coefficient was suitable; for this reason the initial condition for steel-ceramic heat partition was always 54-46%, respectively.
Evaluating of surface heat convection by the flow model
The main thermal boundary condition of transient thermal simulation was surface heat convection. A steady state 3D FE flow calculation was performed to determine the average velocity distribution around the test rig at 1500 1/min. The surface heat convection coefficient model was prepared by Nusselt equations based on velocity distribution. The changing surface heat convection coefficient is shown in Figs. 9 and 10 ; the locations are shown in Figs. 7 and 8.
Temperature measurement by thermocouples of macro temperature state of test rig
Temperature measurement was performed in three different locations of the steel disc by thermocouples (see Fig. 1) ; the locations are shown in Fig. 11 . The duration of the temperature measurement was always the first 5 seconds of each step of the friction test. These data were constituted a reference for macro transient thermal analysis.
Intermediate scale contact and thermal analysis
The macro scale analysis could provide the macro temperature state (nominal temperature state in the literature), but the real temperature development in the contact region demanded a detailed analysis, where the real contact area would change in time and in space as the temperature distribution does. Intermediate analysis focuses on the contact and thermal processes in the contact region considering surface roughness.
The intermediate scale analysis almost had the same structure as above, but in the moving heat source solution the location and magnitude of the real contact area were changing.
Real surface topographies and geometrical condition of the contact simulation
Three dimensional surface roughness measurement was performed by a Perthen stylus instrument. The sampling density of the measurement was 50 mm by 50 mm, which means we had information from the surface in each 50 mm. The measured area was 5.5 mm by 6.5 mm, shown in Figs. 12 and 13 in the case of steel and ceramic, respectively. A worn groove was generated on the steel surface; while a table-like worn shape occurred on the surface of the ceramic. The worn groove had a periodic wearing character.
Contact sliding simulation
The continuous sliding motion is approximated by 10 consecutive discrete steps. The real contact area and pressure distribution were determined by contact sliding simulation that consists of the FE contact solutions of 10 consecutive steps. The incremental step of the sliding simulation was 50 mm, corresponding to the discretization of the measured surface topography. Thus the contact sliding simulation considers 0.5 mm long sliding. The topographies constituted the geometrical inputs of contact analysis. From the fits of the topographies the initial clearance distribution could be determined for the 10 consecutive steps, which were the input required for the contact FE simulation. The initial gap is the distance between the roughness profiles in the direction of the applied load (normal) at a just touching relative position. This produced a surface in 3D as shown in Fig. 14 boundary conditions are shown in Fig. 15 . The load was uniform pressure calculated by 100 N normal force. The boundary conditions were rigid supports. Material properties at room temperature were used, thus the real contact areas and the contact results were valid at room temperature. The component materials had linear elastic behaviour.
Substitution model of the real contact area
The contact calculation produced many individual contact points in each consecutive step. They did not provide continuous contact areas due to surface data resolution. At the same time the size of the FE model (more than 450 000 elements) did not allow a higher resolution to apply. Therefore an individual square cell area was defined in each contact point; in this manner the real contact areas of each step were modelled. The cell size was the smallest unit of surface data resolution: 50 mm by 50 mm square. Substitutional static FE models were prepared using the real contact area definition above. In this case the load was a uniform pressure p i,j (t) at location i of step j, where contact arises
where F ci,j is the actual contact force at location i of step j, and A * is the constant area of an individual cell. This normal pressure distribution was the input of the thermal sliding simulation, which is discussed in the next paragraph.
Thermal sliding simulation
The contact sliding simulation provided the normal pressure distribution of ten consecutive steps. This block of 10 steps simulated a 0.5 mm sliding, on the contrary the aim was a 183 mm long simulation modelling (about the first 
in the case of steel disc and
in the case of ceramic side. The correct solution of heat partition of intermediate level would have been the method applied above (see Section 3.4) in each position that had a different heat partition in each step. This process was limited due to the size of the model (the element number would have been approx. 1 000 000 pieces). The heat partition of intermediate level was solved in an iterative way. In the course of determining the intermediate level heat partition function, the condition was the identical maximum contact temperature of each step.
The applied FE mesh with the load is shown in Fig. 16 , zero surface heat convection is assumed in the contact region. The velocity and the coefficient of friction in time are shown in Fig. 17 . Reference measurements were performed by thermo-graphic camera (Fig. 1) to verify the calculations.
Temperature measurement by thermo-graphic camera
The rubbing surface temperature of one of the six ceramics was measured by thermo-graphic camera. The camera measured the maximum and the mean contact temperature of the ceramic surface through a hole drilled into the stationary steel disc when the ceramic was in front of the hole. On this way the temperature data of each revolution were gained. Obviously the ceramic did not have a solid connection when temperature was measured, thus the camera could not measure real temperature peaks during sliding. This hypothesis was verified by the results of measurement showing a small difference between the maximum and the average temperatures measured. The resolution of the camera is 56 mm, that is, in the range of the numerical discretization.
Results, verifications
Heat partition of different stages
The results of heat partition at different scale analyses are shown in Fig. 18 . Heat partition was changing in time and its character was different due to the different values of the Peclet number and the accelerated sliding motion. The reason for the different Peclet numbers was the different semi-axis of the contact area, in the case of macro stage analysis it was 2 mm while in the case of a bigger contact spot of intermediate scale it was about 100 mm. Thus the Peclet number was 20 times higher in the case of macro level than in the case of intermediate level.
The initial values were identical in the cases of macro and intermediate scales, but at 183 mm sliding the macro heat partition of the steel disc reached 95% and the intermediate one reached 72%.
Results and verification of macro scale analysis
The maximum temperature values in function of the time of the first step of the friction test are shown in Fig. 19 . In this diagram the axisymmetric and the 3D moving heat source model results are presented in terms of the components. The maximum temperature results of the moving heat source modelling of the steel disc and the axisymmetric model of the ceramic side were in good agreement, the error is less than 3%. At the same time the results of axisymmetric model of the steel disc was not identical with the result of the moving heat source with the same heat partition because the distributed model cannot describe the moving local effect particularly in the case of higher Peclet numbers. Ko´nya et al. [22] conclude that the distributed heat source technique can describe the temperature development of the macro environment except the closer area just below the contact surface. This way the distributed axisymmetric model of the steel disc provides good temperature values in the measured positions compared with the measurements, as is shown in Fig. 20 .
The moving heat source model is a local model, at the same time the axisymmetric model contains the whole macro environment. Therefore the axisymmetric model with the distributed heat source and the 3D model with the moving heat source together can describe the whole temperature state of the macro environment of the steel disc.
Contact results of intermediate stage
Based on the definition of the real contact area in Section 4.3, one real contact area from the 10 consecutive solutions is shown in Fig. 21 . During sliding the initial surfaces disappear and new geometries are generated, consequently the magnitude of the contact area is always different. The A R /A W ratio was defined as the actual real contact area divided by the estimated nominal worn area. The A R /A W ratios of the contact surfaces are shown in Fig. 22 . The contact stress distribution of a step of consecutive contact solutions, based on the real contact area definition, is shown in Fig. 23 . 
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Thermal results and verification of intermediate stage
The measured and the calculated maximum temperatures are shown in Fig. 24 . The calculated values in the predicted region of the measurement verify the numerical calculations.
Observations in the moving system
The calculated maximum contact temperatures of the counterparts are shown at each 4 mm in Fig. 25 . The deviation of the maximum contact temperature of both components was less than 5%. In the moving system during the observation our view moved together with the ceramic palette. During sliding many permanent and many temporary warm spots were evaluated. Two permanent spots, #1 and #2 in Fig. 26 , were selected to investigate the contact temperature variation in time. The contact temperature variation of the counterparts of permanent warm spots #1 and #2 are shown in Fig. 27 in the sliding interval (from 180 to 183 mm). Based on these collected data the following could be observed:
(1) The time dependent intermediate heat partition function (Fig. 18) did not completely provide the accordance of contact temperatures.
(2) The contact temperature of the steel disc was more sensitive to thermal load variation.
Based on the first observation, the time dependent heat partition function (Fig. 18) had to have oscillation to fulfil the condition of identical contact temperatures. Thus the heat partition had to oscillate around a time dependent average function (Fig. 18) .
The second observation concludes that the part with a moving heat source (steel disc) is always more sensitive to thermal load variation than the part with a stationary heat source (ceramic). The first reason is that the warm mass is much smaller in the case of a moving heat source. In our case, at the end of our simulation the temperature front of 100 1C reached the 25 mm depth below the contact surface, while in the case of ceramic it was 65 mm (Fig. 28) . The warm mass accumulates thermal energy that can be transferred back if the thermal load is decreasing. Thus the warm mass is the damper in this dynamic system. The other damper is the specific heat. The warm region is always thinner as sliding velocity is increasing in terms of the part with moving heat source; therefore the high specific heat is the possible way to damping contact temperature fluctuations. The contact temp curves of the ceramic demonstrate, in Fig. 27 , the repeating contact pressure character; at the same time, the results of the steel disc show some perturbances due to the fact that the depth of the warm region reaches the limit of the application of FE mesh discretization. For this reason, the FE thermal simulation was stopped at 183 mm sliding distance.
Observations in the stationary system
In the steel disc system during the observation, our view is fixed to the stationary steel disc. Two points were ARTICLE IN PRESS selected (points A and B in Fig. 26 ) on the steel worn groove surface to analyse temperature variation while the ceramic was sliding above them, in the interval of 160 to 169.5 mm sliding. Fig. 29 shows the temperature of the points in time. While the whole contact region sliding through points, 18 heating up-cooling down sections were generated and some of them had high temperature jumps. The local gradient in time of the temperature of the points could characterize the speed of heating and cooling phenomena as it is shown in Fig. 30 . The local gradient in time alternated between the values of À1500 and 2500 1C/ms on the surface, which indicates really fast heating and immediately after cooling phenomena, although the sliding velocity was about 1 m/s. The values above were valid on the contact surface, but the local gradient in time was decreasing in the depth direction. The temperature fluctuation causes fluctuating thermal stresses which leads to surface failure. In the case of ceramics this phenomena can be effective due to the thermal shock which is a very important factor of the failure of ceramics.
Discussion
Multi-scale FE transient thermal analyses were presented to simulate the thermal processes in the course f dry sliding in an alumina-steel friction system. The heat partition distribution was analysed in the literature [14, 23] in the nominal contact area. Many times the research activities [11] [12] [13] 23] analysed the sliding friction in case of steady states and constant sliding velocities. At the same time, this study applied constant acceleration and characterized transient processes. In this study we focused on the determination of time dependency of heat partition and we applied uniform distributed heat partition over the contact area. Heat partition has nonuniform distribution as it can be seen in [14, 23] ; at the same time, this study shows that it is changing from time to time and taking the surface roughness into consideration, it is changing by a time dependent oscillation function. Each contact spot of the real contact area has individual oscillating time dependent heat partition.
In this study, at 179.55 mm sliding distance, the contact temperature gradients in space on the surface reached the 900-1450 1C/mm (at 0.99 m/s velocity, 7.5 MPa nominal pressure). Tkachuk et al. [4] depend on the resolution of thermo-graphic cameras, sliding pairs and the actual wear mechanisms. Va´radi et al. [16] was generated by the small amount of warmed mass of steel disc in the near surface region and by the continuously changing real contact pressure distribution. This contact temperature fluctuation can play a dominant role in the surface failure mechanisms by the thermal stresses generated. Tian et al. [1] observed 50 1C/ms local gradient in time in the case of a graphite-alumina coated glass sliding pair at 1.57 m/s and similar nominal pressure by TFTC thermocouples. The calculated temperature is higher and higher as the discretization of the contact surface becomes finer and finer. Representing the effect of the discretization of surface roughness, at the time moment of 0.354 s (183 mm) the calculated contact temperature of the macro level reached 33 1C; at the same time, in the case of intermediate-level it was 195 1C. This effect would be much more sufficient if the discretization was 2 mm by 2 mm. Thus the calculated contact temperature depends on the discretization of the rubbing surface.
The consideration of temperature dependent structural and thermal properties and micro-scale modelling indicate the directions of further research activities.
Conclusion
The macro and the intermediate analyses are necessary for the description of the whole test rig and the whole contact region. The macro one is capable to describe the thermal behaviour of the global system, while the intermediate one can characterize the local behaviour. According to the intermediate analysis, high temperature occurs in the upper 20 mm region. In order to yield the real flash temperature, generation would require a micro model with at least 2 by 2 mm data resolution of the surface topography.
The heat partition function is different at macro and intermediate levels because of the Peclet number is different due to the different sizes of the contact areas and the accelerating sliding. Heat partition is changing continuously in time due to the accelerated sliding motion. Heat partition is a time dependent oscillation function considering the surface roughness of the sliding pairs.
The real contact area is in the range of 1.2-1.5% of the estimated nominal worn area. The application of temperature-dependent structural and thermal material properties would be a more accurate solution in each step during sliding friction.
The high maximum temperature gradient in time can provide such high temperatures in a short time that it can be one of the reasons of the decreasing friction coefficient and may affect surface failure mechanisms due to decreasing strength.
The high local temperature gradient in time of a geometrical point can probably cause fast thermally induced pulsating stresses in the near surface region, which might lead to surface fatigue failures.
Based on the verification, the transient thermal sliding simulation can characterize the contact-thermal phenomena and the applied algorithms can be widely applied.
